
Oldcastle is a family of local businesses with global resources 
providing building products and solutions across North America 



n Most comprehensive   
 knowledge pool and   
 product family

n Ability to scale to  
 multifamily projects of    
 any size and type

n Our experts integrate with  
 your design team from  
 preconstruction forward

n Multiple facilities are available  
 to service your projects

n Network of proficient  
 subcontractors

n Problem solvers with a   
 breadth of products and  
 solutions for all phases of  
 multifamily construction

Reliability and Predictability

From the mulch in the flower beds to the green sustainable 
roof and everything in between—Oldcastle® has what you 
need when and where you need it.

Oldcastle has grown handshake by handshake because we understand that the greatest  
asset of any business is its people. We’ve forged and reinforced alliances that have 
thrived for generations — transforming transactions into connections with mutual respect 
and support.

As North America’s largest building material supplier, Oldcastle has the experience to  
support multifamily projects of any size. Our experts fully integrate with your design team 
during up front preconstruction, specifications development, design and engineering. 

By providing price predictability through accurate cost forecasting, we help you mitigate  
unexpected price hikes. Cost controls are accomplished by leveraging our size to produce 
economies of scale and by our strong safety performance culture. 

We’re a local business that’s located everywhere. We give our leaders local freedom and 
a national framework so they can make the best decisions for their businesses and their 
teams. Our broad network of resources supports this local entrepreneurial spirit and 
grows value.

We find a way to make it work and make it work better. We constantly improve and  
innovate our products, services, and ourselves to exceed our customers’ expectations. 
Because we know the very structure of people’s lives rests on our infrastructure.        

Multifamily  
Solutions



n Solutions include pipe,   
 bridges, concrete drainage  
 products, wastewater  
 systems and stormwater  
 management

n PermeCapture™ is an  
 economical strategy to  
 increase dwelling footprints  
  or provide space for  
 additional amenities

Maximize Foot Print 

Without the right foundation, even the best structure  
can’t stand. Our site work solutions include concrete  
pipe, short span precast bridge systems, precast 
concrete drainage products, wastewater systems  
and stormwater management solutions.

Our stormwater management solution PermeCapture™ can be used as an economical 
strategy to increase dwelling footprints or provide space for additional amenities when 
stormwater management codes limit the amount of impervious cover that can exist on 
a site. Combining the advantages and versatility of Storm Capture™ structural precast 
concrete modules with the aesthetics and performance of Belgard permeable inter-
locking concrete pavers (PICP), the PermeCapture™ stormwater management system 
is a perfect solution for multifamily sites.

With our system you can optimize your site footprint by eliminating the need for  
exposed retention or detention ponds. This allows your site design to accommodate  
a wider range of possibilities that otherwise would not be possible like a larger building  
footprint, a separate garage, outdoor recreational facilities or additional parking.  
Our complete line of product solutions will help you meet the intended environmental 
requirements, but also helps increase the economic value of the lot.

Site work  
Solutions



n Ensures the ultimate speed  
 of both production and  
 erection of fully enclosed  
 buildings from a single source

n Saves you time and money

n Superior thermal and  
 acoustical properties

Minimizing Risk

The Oldcastle Precast Building System of total precast 
concrete ensures the ultimate speed of both production 
and erection of fully enclosed buildings. With Oldcastle, 
you have a single source for precast concrete podium  
systems, exterior precast wall panels, interior precast 
walls, precast hollowcore floor and roof slabs, elevator and stair precast tower 
walls, precast stairs and landings and precast concrete balconies. Using the  
Oldcastle Precast Building System saves you time and money.

All Oldcastle Precast Building Systems products are manufactured in PCI-certified 
facilities, and meet or exceed ASTM and ACI standards, ensuring quality crafts-
manship, on-time delivery and quick erection. The Oldcastle Precast Building 
System is the best building envelope for controlling heat and cooling loss and  
gain because it takes advantage of concrete’s inherent thermal mass – the ability 
to absorb and retain heat. The acoustical isolation and vibration attenuation  
qualities of precast concrete make it the best building product for reducing  
unwanted noises from penetrating exterior walls, adjacent living units and interior 
floors and ceilings, producing a quiet and peaceful home environment.

Follow the lead of many successful owners and developers and rely on Oldcastle 
Precast Building Systems for your superstructure requirements.

Superstructure  
Solutions



n Ideal for wood frame projects  
 with parking or retail space  
 below residential areas

n Provides a fire separation of 
  at least three hours between 
  the garage or retail space and  
 the wood apartments above

Strong and Safe

Reduce time at the job site with our Precast Concrete 
Podium Systems. Produced in an indoor factory mini-
mizes the impact of inclement weather, and they can 
be installed safely in most weather conditions. Ideal 
for wood or metal stud frame projects with parking or 
retail space below residential areas. Owners can start 
opening rentals earlier bringing significant revenue  
to the bottom line. 

Oldcastle provides turnkey solutions including engineering, production, delivery 
and installation of Precast Concrete Podium Systems. The system provides a fire 
separation  of at least 3 hours between the garage or retail space and the wood 
apartments above.  It’s constructed with precast columns, beams, and long-span 
hollow core slabs with open spaces provided. 

Follow the lead of many successful owners and developers and rely on Oldcastle 
for the turnkey precast concrete podium system you need.

Superstructure  
Solutions



n Most comprehensive building  
 envelope product portfolio

n Architectural windows,  
 entrance doors and  
 architectural glass for a  
 variety of thermal, sound, and  
 environmental requirements

n Reliance™ HTC curtain  
 wall system for superior  
 thermal performance

n Variety of roofing and  
 waterproofing solutions

n Asphalt shingles, concrete  
 roof tiles and pavers, single  
 ply membranes, green roofs

n New construction and  
 reroofing projects 

Multiple Choices

If a material plays a role in closing the building envelope, chances  
are Oldcastle® makes it. From glass and metal to masonry, 
roofing, siding and windows – we create the comfortable 
spaces where life unfolds for millions of people nationwide.  

Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope® has extensive experience 
working with leading architects and building owners/developers, general contractors, 
glazing contractors and building envelope consultants engaging in the earliest stages 
of a project’s design. As the leading supplier of products specified to close a building’s 
envelope, only we can design, engineer, test, manufacture and supply curtain wall and 
window wall, architectural windows, entrance doors, skylights and architectural glass as 
a fully-integrated solution from one source.

Our energy efficient masonry offerings include InsulTech™ and EnduraMax™ Wall Systems. 
 Both offer a multitude of color and texture options that fit your aesthetic desires. And 
with our  air barriers and building wraps inside spaces stay comfortable all year long. 

We are also one of the largest distributors of roofing and siding materials in the US. We 
can provide a variety of roofing and waterproofing solutions; from asphalt shingles to 
concrete tile to single ply membranes to green roofs, we’ve got you covered.

Envelope 
Solutions

Roofing
Oldcastle provides a full range of roofing
products for almost any application,  
from residential asphalt roof shingles  
and concrete roof tiles to low slope roof
systems for commercial applications.

Reliance™-HTC
To meet demands for more stringent 
thermal performance criteria, the 
Reliance™-HTC curtain wall system 
was developed by Oldcastle  
BuildingEnvelope.

Architectural Windows
Oldcastle BuildingEnvelope® is a leader 
in the engineering and manufacturing 
of architectural and heavy commercial 
windows.

InsulTech™

InsulTech™ ICMU by Oldcastle® is a 
complete thermally broken insulated 
masonry system which includes a full 
complement of masonry units.



n Drywall and accessories,  
 steel studs, and insulation

n Specialty board for sound,  
 moisture, mold, scratch and  
 scuff resistance, impact   
 resistance

n Independent distributor  
 of over 85,000 products,  
 representing over   
 5,000 vendors

n Focus on delivering superior  
 service and products on  
 time, every time

Enhancing Comfort and Durability

As a leading distributor of drywall, steel studs and  
insulation from leading manufacturers, our solutions 
cover every aspect of your interior needs. Our specialty 
boards are perfect for the specific requirements of 
multifamily projects. All of our specialty board products 
are naturally fire-resistant, they are GREENGUARD Gold 
certified, easy to install and made in the U.S.A.

Nothing says home like a quiet interior, and SoundBreak® XP® Gypsum Board is 
your  key to providing it. Hi-Impact and Hi-Abuse® XP® Gypsum Board are scratch 
and scuff resistant, helping maintain your high traffic, high use areas.

XP® drywall is mold resistant and ideally suited to environments like bathrooms and 
kitchens that are vulnerable to the damaging effects of moisture. 

PermaBase® Cement Board provides an exceptionally hard, durable surface that 
withstands prolonged exposure to moisture. It’s used as a backing surface for tub 
and shower surrounds and in other wet interior areas. 

With a focus on delivering superior service and products on time, every time — 
we’ve helped leading architects, owners and developers build successful projects. 
As an independent distributor of over 85,000 products from more than 5,000 vendors, 
we have the interior and exterior solutions to help you do multifamily right.

Interiors  
Solutions

Hi-Abuse XP Drywall

Hi-Impact XP



n Leading provider of  
 prefabricated bathrooms in  
 North America

n Significant reduction in  
 construction schedules

n Built in factory controlled  
 setting with specialized labor

n Enhanced quality control  
 compared to on-site  
 construction

n Delivered to site complete,  
 tested, fully equipped

n Serve hotels, hospitals,   
 military barracks, multi-unit  
 residential projects

Save Time and Money

Oldcastle Modular is the leading provider of prefabricated  
bathrooms in North America.  Using BIM and lean 
manufacturing technology, Oldcastle Modular works 
with customers from design to installation to produce 
custom, ready-to-install Oldcastle Bathroom Pods for 
hotels, hospitals, military barracks and multi-unit  
residential projects. With improved safety performance 
and a significant reduction in construction schedules, developers and owners  
can open sooner and begin generating revenue more quickly. 

Our factory-built Oldcastle Bathroom Pods allow builders to outsource the most 
problematic room in multi-unit construction. Quality control is significantly enhanced 
compared to on-site construction as our pods are built in a controlled factory 
setting using specialized labor. Oldcastle Bathroom Pods are delivered to the site 
complete, tested and fully equipped. It takes only a few hours to connect each 
bathroom to the building’s electrical and plumbing systems saving you substantial 
time on your schedule. 

Bathroom  
Solutions



n Oldcastle® has what you  
 need when and where you  
 need it

n Asphalt and concrete paving  
 services ensure quality

n An undisputed leader in  
 concrete pavers

n Segmental Retaining Walls  
 define outdoor sanctuaries

n The innovative Mega-Tandem   
 (MSRW) system can be used  
 to create curved or straight  
 retaining and freestanding  
 landscape walls with the  
 look of chiseled stone

Curb Appeal

From the paving in the parking lot to the world class 
amenities area, Oldcastle has what you need to set 
your community apart. 

Belgard® is the undisputed leader in concrete  
pavers. Belgard’s® innovative pavement solutions  
exceed ASTM standards. Belgard® Hardscapes  
can also be used to enhance amenity space by 
creating an outdoor getaway amidst a city backdrop. 
Incorporating waterfalls, reflecting pools, and  
gardens can add a touch of relaxation. 

Segmental Retaining Walls are an easy way to define outdoor sanctuaries. The innovative 
Mega-Tandem (MSRW) system designed by Belgard® provides the natural appearance of 
chiseled stone that will complement any hardscape. 

Exterior 
Solutions

Paving
Oldcastle is the leading supplier and 
installer of asphalt paving. Additional 
products include: pervious asphalt, 
ready-mixed concrete pavement, 
colored concrete, fiber-reinforced 
concrete and welded wire fabric 
reinforcement.

Pavers
Oldcastle offers a wide range of paver 
products in the Belgard® line of  
professionally installed, premium  
pavers and permeable pavements.

Retaining Walls
Oldcastle is a leader in segmented 
retaining walls and structural retaining 
walls for both large scale and smaller 
applications. Oldcastle’s wide array of 
concrete retaining wall products offer 
the look of real stone with the practicality 
of an engineered wall.
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We are North America’s largest manufacturer 
of building products and materials

25 
CSI DIVISIONS

50 
STATES

1 
COMPANY


